This bibliographyisthe resultof a class project of the author, who was then a student at the University of Southern California School of Library Science. The classwas "Bibliography of the Sciences";the student, a chemist interested in the information aspects of the scientific disciplines. Having previouslybeen employed by a firm involved in the development of clinical chemistry testkits, I was interestedin an up-to-date compilation of books that would be of use to the practicing clinical chemist.
The project was to develop a bibliography of reference tools at a cost not to exceed $2000. Although inflation rates have made the present costsof the collection invalid, the concept isstill a valid one, and the list was updated to include more current materials.
The list is divided into the nine functional areas mentioned in the abstract.
Some of these areas are well represented, others less so, reflecting the amount of materialpublished inthe respectiveareas. Although the originallistincluded more titles related to computer applicationsto clinical chemistry,the list here issmall; thisisnot a reflection of the amount of material available, but rather reflects the changing nature of laboratory automation; what is current today may well be obsolete tomorrow.
Also, most of the existing publications of this nature concern applications of a particular brand of equipment and may not necessarilybe pertinent to a general situation.
Hence, I thought it better to delete these titles and retain only those of general use.
I hope that this bibliography will be of use to those scientists consideringa laboratoryreferencecollection, or to the librariandesiringto develop or add to a collection of reference books in clinical chemistry. Selections represented here are those of the author; comments and suggestions from readers are invited. (vol. 1, 1953, M. Reiner, Ed.; vol. 2, 1958 , vol. 3, 1961 , vol. 4, 1963 vol.5, 1965, S. Meites, Ed.; vol. 6, 1970 , vol. 7, 1972 
